
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 526: Poor Relatives 

Xie Qiao secretly felt more respect for Lin Yaxiang when she said that. 

 

“Aunt, my Eldest Sister has a lot of money. If she’s willing to help you, why don’t you accept it?” Xie 

Pinghuai had a puzzled look on his face. 

 

How could she not accept the benefits in front of her? Was she a fool? 

 

At that moment, Lin Yaxiang thought her decision was the right one. 

 

Xie Pinghuai was spoiled by Ms. Lu. He would always take what others gave him as a matter of course. 

 

If she, his aunt, did the same, then she would not have the right to teach Xie Pinghuai in the future. 

 

“Do you believe me, child? Don’t think that your aunt is poor now. As long as I am willing to work 

harder, the money in my hands will be more abundant.” Lin Yaxiang was quite calm. 

 

Xie Pinghuai did not believe her. 

 

Ms. Lu had said before that it was impossible for a family like the Lin family to make a lot of money. 

 

They were poor relatives. 

 



He liked the Lin family, but he had never denied this fact. 

 

Lin Yaxiang was so determined that Xie Qiao stopped persuading her. 

 

She wanted to help the Lin family so that Grandpa Lin and the others would feel more at ease. However, 

Lin family’s reaction was educational to Xie Pinghuai. Moreover, such relatives were more precious. 

 

Even Xie Pinggang’s attitude toward the Lin family became more amiable at that moment. 

 

As they spoke, Xie Niushan finally returned. 

 

He strode in as if he had something urgent to attend to. When he saw the room full of people, his gaze 

finally landed on Lin Yaxiang. 

 

The person in charge of the Lin family, besides Old Master Lin, was Lin Yaxiang, the eldest daughter. 

Hence, even though she was sitting in the guest seat, she was more eye-catching. With Xie Pinghuai 

standing behind her, it was difficult for Xie Niushan not to think too much about it. 

 

He asked, “Is this the new wife that my Mother married for me?” 

 

When Xie Qiao heard that, she was stunned. 

 

“This is…” She immediately wanted to explain. 

 

“She’s not bad looking. Although her clothes are a little shabby, she looks like she’s thrifty and can 

manage the household. But she doesn’t look gentle and sensible?” Xie Niushan was a little unsettled. 

 



He liked a gentle person. 

 

Xie Niushan’s words were like firecrackers. 

 

The firecrackers exploded before anyone could react. 

 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lin Yaxiang’s face turned red with anger. She actually stood up and 

slapped his face. “You pervert. A bandit’s habit dies hard!” 

 

The slap stunned everyone. 

 

Xie Pinggang’s eyes lit up. 

 

Well done! 

 

Xie Pinghuai was stunned! 

 

What kind of person was his father?! He was an unreasonable man. Was that a slap on his face?! That 

was his father’s dignity! 

 

It was over. His aunt was going to die! 

 

Xie Pinghuai thought a lot. He did not know where he found the courage to rush out and block Lin 

Yaxiang. He looked at his father and said, “Father, don’t mess around. This is my Mother’s sister! Y-You 

can’t hit her…” 

 

What sister? 



 

Xie Niushan could not react. 

 

However, he was really upset. This woman had some guts. She actually dared to hit him! She deserved 

to be taught a lesson! 

 

“Huai’er, get out of the way. What am I afraid of him for?!” Lin Yaxiang initially had a problem with Xie 

Niushan. She could tolerate him, but what did he say earlier? 

 

He said that she was his newly married wife, and he was even picky and insulted her! 

 

Lin Yaxiang pushed Xie Pinghuai away, waited for Xie Niushan to speak, “You shameless bandit. Other 

than those dirty thoughts, what else do you have?! In front of your father-in-law and children, yo’re 

actually so shameless and spouting nonsense. My Sister was such a gentle and sensible person, yet she 

was destroyed by your hands!” 

 

As she spoke, she picked up the tea cup beside her and smashed it directly on Xie Niushan’s head. 


